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Document 5.3 Emma Hardinge Britten, “The New Party” (1863) 
 
Remembered today largely as a prominent spiritualist, Emma Hardinge Britten was characteristic of the moderate 
middle class labor reformers who emerged after the war. However, she had been born Emma Floyd and came to 
the U.S. from the notorious slums of London’s East End, and took up residence with her mother among the 
antebellum utopians living in the community of “Modern Times” on Long Island. Spiritualism provided this 
plebeian woman with her opportunity to rise to take on the appearance of a middle class Victorian respectability, 
with appropriately more moderate politics, which make her prediction all the more an extraordinary reflection of 
growing sentiment within the movement. Significantly, though, after her prediction of “New Republican Party” to 
emerge some years in the future, she campaigned for the reelection of Abraham Lincoln. 
 
A new party shall arise in this country, originating in the State of New York. Many shadowy approximations to its 
likeness—many partial attempts to realize its principles—shall arise from time to time, but not until the year 1868 
shall the party I prognosticate manifest itself in its completeness. It will commence in an assembly, pervade a city, 
spread through a township, and become concrete, an existence, and a power, first in one State. It will announce 
itself as, “The New Republican Party.” It will consist of men and women who determine to assert their own rights as 
individuals, and desire to associate together as a free and independent nation, beneath the shelter of a government 
whose sole existence shall be elective, executive, and protective of such laws as will secure to the people in mass 
and individuality, “the Rights of man.” They will define these rights to be—“Liberty, Education, and Property,” for 
every male and female bearing the generic title of human being. “Law, Order, and Degree” for the rule of the 
association or nation. “Representation, Taxation and JUSTICE,” as the basis of its government. “Liberty, Justice, and 
Charity,” as its motto, principles, aim, foundations and end. They will ignore slavery and coercion in every form. 
Never make or suffer offensive war, but hold themselves ever ready to maintain defensive war. They will pledge 
themselves to each other to maintain, and as far as possible, live out their principles. They will proclaim Liberty to 
be the first and most sacred privilege of humanity. Education to be its essential concomitant. 
 
Property in land to be the right of every inhabitant of earth. Order to be the framework of good society. Degree to 
be the institution of God in Nature, hence the model for human imitation.—Representative government to be the 
privilege of the governed. Taxation on all is their order, degree, and capacity to be the privilege of the government, 
and the source of strength and supply to the governed. 
 
“Liberty”—as embodying the first principle of true Individuality. 
“Justice”—the administration of individual rights to the many; and 
“Charity”—as the rule of conduct which shall harmonize, humanize, and embellish all other elements of life.  
 
This Divine Trinity will be proclaimed as the basis of movement in the new Republican Party and the watchword, for 
which they determine to assert the rights of man as above defined. 
 
I have said that many pretenders to imitate this noble Republicanism shall arise, but not until the States of the old 
Republicanism have been baptized with tears and blood, fire and scarcity, from Maine to Georgia; not until tyranny 
has stretched the cord, and despotism launched the arrow which strikes a mortal blow to the heart of old 
Republicanism, shall the new and true dawn forth the bud of hope in heartsick weary, guilty, and repentant people. 
Men shall know its pure similitude FIRST in 1868; its assured strength in 1873, and as one State after another 
enrolls itself beneath the olive crown of its noble brow, unsolicited, uncoerced, unsought, except by the eager 
multitudes who shall recognize the coming man of America’s salvation in this incarnation of pure Republicanism, 
every covenant which the past has made with death and hell shall be broken; countless States shall pour in their 
tributary voices of the presentation to the one paternal central heart of America, whose name shall no more be 
president, but emphatically—”CHIEF JUSTICE”; and the sun of American glory shall arise on the land of the West, to 
set no more till Justice cease to rule.” 

 
Source: Banner of Light, July 11, 1863: 3. 
 


